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All we are human, before religion and
everything, he focuses on human.
Every person must be human.

‘Every Person Must Be Human’, a quote used during an
interview with one of the participants, is a new project of
socially engaged photography from Asylum Link Merseyside
service users and photographer Katherine Monaghan.
The body of work aims to break down barriers of culture and
language that can often lead people to regard refugees and
asylum seekers as ‘Other’. It seeks to chart the everyday lives of
people living in the UK, whilst engaging with the asylum process.
Each person was given a disposable camera and a few weeks
to take pictures of their surroundings. Through participants’
photographic chronicling of the everyday - football matches,
quiet sunsets and the interiors of houses - the project seeks to
help people transcend some generalised ideas of what defines a
refugee or asylum seeker and their individual experiences of city life.

At first, it is so important for us that you know
you are saving our lives, that I know they give
me visa to save me here. Yeah, I worry, if they
return me back... exactly, I will lose my life there.
I was teacher over there [Afghanistan] I teach
Dari (our mother language), English, sometimes
Math. I also had a grocery shop, I would
work there after teaching. I never wanted to
leave my country, but unfortunately I faced
a big problem, if I was to stay there I would
have lost my life. And because of that I leave.

It was so dangerous, you know. Sometimes
when I think about that time, really you know, I
become so sad. I never want to go back in my
old life, because there was such pressure on me.

I don’t know how long I wil have to wait to receive an answer - from the Home
Office, but I hope that it will be as soon as possible. One thing is difficult:
if some area of your life is in danger, how you can prove everything? It is
so difficult. That is what is important for every refugee you know - when he
arrives in any country - feeling he is safe here. He is good, feeling so happy,
but then after he will become concerned about future, what will happen here?

K: You said you wanted to go
to University in England, is that
right? What would you like to
study?

K: What job would you like to
have?

M: At first English, then the
Economy.

M: I like business, but business
is so difficult, you know, when
you don’t have money. How do
you start it?

K: So now you’ve been moved from Liverpool, what are you doing here in
Manchester at the moment?
M: I am walking in the city, for exercise, and that’s it. Because all of the time I
am free. I go to the charity to rebuild my life. I go sometimes there for studying
English.

I translated this poem [on reverse] because it has a very good
message for me, I think. First of all, his attention is on humanity. We
are all human, before religion and everything, he focuses on the
human. Every person must be human. Because of that I translated
this one. First of all we must teach our students humanity.
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